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Abstract— Microwave imaging technique allows obtaining images of hidden objects in a struc-
ture or media using microwaves. This technique is widely used in such applications as: nonde-
structive testing, medical imaging, concealed weapon detection, through-the-wall imaging, etc.
Obtaining radar images in these applications is based on processing phase and amplitude of the
reflected signal recorded over an aperture (microwave hologram). The antenna phase center is
a virtual point used for spherical approximation of the wavefront surface. For the practical an-
tennas there is no single ideal phase center, it is frequency-dependent. The image reconstruction
algorithms available in numerous publications usually omit the problem of antenna calibration.
Disregarding the dependence of the phase center position of an antenna on frequency results in
poorly reconstructed images. This problem gets more significant as the frequency bandwidth in-
creases. In this paper we propose a calibration procedure in which a one-dimensional wide-band
multi-frequency hologram of a point object is registered. Focus plane determination method was
used to determine the phase center position on every frequency. This method analyzes the inte-
grated amplitude modulus of a reconstructed image as a function of the reconstruction distance
and chooses the distance corresponding to the minimum of the integrated amplitude modulus.
Taking into account the phase center position frequency dependence in the reconstruction algo-
rithm gives considerably improved reconstructed images. Experiments with a cylindrical open
wave-guide antenna on frequencies from 6 to 12GHz and different objects have shown the high ef-
ficiency of the suggested approach. The largest enhancements of the focused images are observed
along the antenna pointing direction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave imaging technique allows obtaining images of hidden objects in structures and media
using microwaves. This technique has various applications such as: nondestructive testing, medical
imaging, concealed weapon detection, through-the-wall imaging, etc. Obtaining radar images in
these applications is based on processing phase and amplitude of the reflected signal recorded over
an aperture (a microwave hologram).

The phase center of an antenna is a virtual source point, which represents the origin of the
radiated field from where the spherical divergence appears to be initiated [1]. For real antennas
such as arrays, reflectors, horns, and others, there is no single ideal phase center, its position is
frequency-dependent [2]. The image reconstruction algorithms available in numerous publications
usually omit the problem of antenna calibration. Disregarding the dependence of the antenna
phase center position on frequency results in poorly reconstructed images. This problem gets more
significant as the frequency bandwidth broadens.

Analytical formulations for estimating the position of the antenna phase center exist for a lim-
ited number of configurations. Usually, the estimations are performed experimentally [3–8]. For
example, in [3] radar measurements at different heights above a perfect electrical conductor are
carried out. A method of moving reference point is proposed in [4]. This method is based on the
optimized theory and uses the relationship between the angle width of equiphase surface and the
phase deviation.

In this work, the problem of measurement and shift-compensation of the frequency-dependent
antenna phase center position for microwave imaging applications is solved by acquiring and an-
alyzing a microwave hologram of a test object. The research aimed at obtaining the calibration
data, using which in the hologram reconstruction algorithm brings the quality of resulting images
close to the theoretical limit.
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2. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

Experiments were carried out using a measurement system composed of the following components:
a vector network analyzer (VNA), two mechanical scanners with stepper motors, a transceiving
antenna represented by an open-ended circular waveguide, a flexible armored antenna feeder, a
microcontroller board, and a computer (Figure 1). Detailed description of the system is given
in [4].

Figure 1: Experimental setup. Figure 2: Geometry.

The calibration experiment involved registering a one-dimensional multi-frequency wide-band
microwave hologram E(y, f) of the test point object, where y is the vertical coordinate axis, along
which the antenna was moved, f is the signal frequency. The geometry of the experiment is shown
in Figure 2. A horizontal metal bar of 5 mm in diameter was used as the test point object instead of
a more “point-like” small ball, because the bar cannot be missed during a vertical linear scanning.
The distance from the bar to the antenna aperture was z0 = 0.2m. In the figure the antenna phase
center position zPC is also shown, assuming it can be frequency-dependent and not coincident with
a center of the antenna aperture.

Values of the microwave hologram E(y, f) (S11 parameter was measured) were registered at
121 operating frequencies evenly spaced in the range of 6–12GHz with a 50-MHz step. At each
frequency the hologram consisted of 301 data points, sampled at 2-mm intervals.

Modern VNAs offer a calibration procedure (using short, open and load standards) that com-
pensates the frequency-dependent phase shift introduced by the antenna feeder and moves the
measurement plane from the VNA port to the end of the feeder connected to the antenna. But
using the same calibration procedure to compensate the phase shift introduced by the antenna itself
is obstructed by mounting the standards on the antenna. Therefore, the phase shift introduced by
the antenna should be compensated after the measurements. To this end, we need to know the
electrical length of the antenna LEL [10], which can be calculated through round-trip delay of the
electromagnetic wave when it reflects from the test object.

The transformation of the hologram E(y, f) from the frequency domain to the time domain by
employing the 1-D Fourier transformation F (t) =

∫
E(y = 0, f)ej2πftdf makes it possible to define

the round-trip delay τ that approximately equals to 2.4 ns, see Figure 3.
The theoretical value of the electromagnetic wave round-trip delay when it propagates from the

center of the antenna aperture to the test object is τT = 2z0/c = 1.33 ns, where c is the speed of
light. The difference between τ and τT gives the electrical length of the antenna

LEL =
(τ − τT ) c

2
= 0.16m, (1)
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Figure 3: Time-domain representation of the hologram.

and it can be used to calculate the hologram corresponding to the center of the antenna aperture:

EA (y, f) = E (y, f) e−i·2LEL·k, (2)

where k = 2πf/c is the wavenumber, and the subindex “A” denotes “aperture” as the place of the
measurement plane.

Figure 4(a) shows the microwave image obtained with the well-known back propagation method
[11, 12] from the hologram EA(y, f) where Y -direction resolution is provided by the synthetic
aperture, and Z -direction resolution is due to the signal frequency bandwidth.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Microwave image of the point object: (a) experiment and (b) model.

It can be seen that though the distance to the object is completely accurate, the experimental
microwave image (Figure 4(a)) is not as good as the image reconstructed from the simulated
hologram (Figure 4(b)). To model the hologram of the point object the following equation was
used:

Emodel
A (y, f) = E0σ

(
g(f, θ)

r

)2

e−ik2r, (3)

where E0 is the transmitter excitation amplitude; σ is the point object scattering cross section intro-
duced into the equation for the units compliance; r =

√
y2 + z2

0 ; g(f, θ) is the antenna radiation pat-
tern, which for a circular waveguide antenna can be expressed as [2] g(f, θ) = (1 + cos θ)J1(k·a·sin θ)

k·a·sin θ ;
θ = arctg(y/z0

); a is the inner waveguide radius; J1 is the zero-order Bessel function of the first
kind.
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The antenna phase center position being frequency-dependent means that the distance of the
object from the spherical wave source is also frequency-dependent. It is no wonder that this degrades
the reconstructed image.

Focus plane determination method [12] was used to estimate the phase center position zPC(f)
at every frequency. This method analyzes the integrated amplitude modulus of a reconstructed
image as a function of the focusing distance dfocus(f) and chooses the distance corresponding to
the minimum. The focusing distance range was 15–25 cm with 1 mm step. As an example, the
normalized dependence of the integrated amplitude modulus at the frequency of 6.9 GHz is shown
in Figure 5. Estimation of the phase center position calculated as zPCf) = z0 − dfocus(f) is shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Integrated amplitude modulus (6.9 GHz).

Figure 6: Phase center position zPC(f).

When the antenna is ideal (has a single phase center for all frequencies), and is located in front
of the test object (i.e., at the height of y = 0), the phase of the reflected signal can be expressed as

ψtheory (y = 0, f) = −2πf

c
2z0. (4)

The difference between experimental (Figure 7, dashed line) and theoretical (Figure 7, solid line)
dependences allows obtaining the correcting phase shift ∆ψcorr(f) (Figure 8) which compensates
the phase shift induced by the phase center offset, and the phase shifts at antenna-connector and
antenna-air interfaces:

∆ψcorr (f) = ψexp (y = 0, f)− ψtheory (y = 0, f) , (5)

where ψexp = arctg[imag(EA)/real(EA)] is the unwrapped1 phase of the experimental hologram.
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Figure 7: Dependence of the signal phase on frequency: solid line — model, dashed line — experiment.

Figure 8: Correcting phase shift ∆ψcorr(f).

In order to take into account the estimated zPC(f) and ∆ψcorr(f) characteristics while recon-
structing, the back propagation method was modified as follows (for generality, a 2-D hologram
EA(x, y, f) is considered):

S (kx, ky, f) =
∫∫

EA (x, y, f) e−i(kxx+kyy)dxdy, (6)

F (kx, ky, kz) = S (kx, ky, f) eikz[zS−zP C(f)]ei[k2zP C(f)−∆ψcorr(f)], (7)

Q (x, y, z) =
1

(2π)3

∫∫∫
F (kx, ky, kz) ei(kxx+kyy+kzz)dkxdkydkz, (8)

where kx, ky and kz are the spatial frequencies corresponding to x, y and z, respectively; k = 2πf/c;
Q(x, y, z) is the reconstructed data volume; zS is the starting position of the reconstructed data
volume on Z -axis (it should be used if data volume does not cover the object when starting from
z = 0). To utilize the Equation (7) in the reconstruction algorithm, the frequency f needs to be
expressed as a function of kz. This is accomplished using the dispersion relation for plane waves in
free-space or a uniform dielectric

k2
x + k2

y + k2
z = (2k)2 = 4

(
2πf

c

)2

. (9)

Equation (7) reflects the key feature of the modified method: the first exponential term “shifts”
the phase center to the center of the antenna aperture at each frequency, the second exponential
term arranges the signal phase on the whole range of frequencies in the right way.

1Unwrapping means correcting the radian phase angles in a vector P by adding multiples of ±2π when absolute jumps

between consecutive elements of P are greater than or equal to the default jump tolerance of π radians.
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Figure 9 shows the microwave image of the point object, reconstructed using the proposed
modified back propagation method (6)–(9).

Figure 9: Image of the point object, reconstructed with the compensation of the phase center offset.

It is clear that the reconstructed image has been greatly improved in comparison with Fig-
ure 4(a). Quality of the image is close to the theoretical limit shown in Figure 4(b). Vertical strips
in the image are the reflections from the front and back surfaces of the foam plastic sheet used as
a support for the object.

3. RESULTS

The proposed method was validated by two experiments. The conditions of the first experiment
were the same as in the calibration experiment, except for two metal bars being used as the targets.
The first bar of 5 mm in diameter was at the distance of 28.5 cm from the antenna, the second bar
was 10 mm in diameter and 32 cm far. Moreover, the bars were spaced 11 cm apart in Y -direction.
Reconstructed images obtained without and with compensation of the phase center offset are shown
in Figure 10.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Reconstructed images: (a) without compensation, (b) with compensation.

Both bars in Figure 10(b) are well focused, their coordinates are accurate. More distant bar is
brighter because of its greater diameter.

The second experiment was carried out with a metal gas pistol. The distance to the pistol was
37.5 cm. In this experiment the 2-D hologram was registered. The antenna was moved by the first
mechanical scanner in Y -direction, and the object was moved by the second scanner in X -direction.
The same frequency band of 6–12 GHz was used, but it was sampled with 250-MHz step. At each
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frequency the hologram consisted of 121× 121 data points, sampled at 5-mm intervals. Results of
reconstruction without and with compensation are shown in Figure 11. In the top row of the figure,
slices through the reconstructed data volumes with plane z = 37.5mm are shown. At the bottom
of the figure, 3-D images are presented. The 3-D images are formed as constant-value surfaces at
the mean value of the reconstructed data volumes.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Reconstructed images: (a) without compensation, (b) with compensation.

It is seen that XY -image without compensation has acceptable quality, but 3-D image is notice-
ably defocused in Z -direction in comparison with the compensated one. If an investigated object
has significant relief, the difference is more evident even in XY -images.

4. CONCLUSION

This work has demonstrated the necessity of measuring and compensating the frequency dependence
of the antenna phase center position in microwave imaging applications. We have proposed a
calibration procedure in which a one-dimensional wide-band multi-frequency hologram of a point
object is registered and analyzed. Also, for the images reconstruction a modified back propagation
method has been proposed which uses frequency dependences of phase center position and phase
shift retrieved from the calibration experiment. Test experiments have shown that this method
allows considerably increasing the quality of the reconstructed microwave images.
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